DPF Town Hall on Snowmass Planning

DPF Meeting at Northeastern University
August 1, 2019
Discussions and comments on the current
Snowmass Planning Process
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Physics Groups and Cross-cutting Groups
Our first task is to determine a complete set of physics and cross-cutting topics.
The new topics define the working groups and final summary papers (in ArXiv)
as well as generating multiple white papers
We need to be broader than Funding Agency boundaries.
P5 can always draw a stricter boundary after we have done our work
e.g. 0nbb, gravitational waves, gamma ray astrophysics.
DPF will be joined by subsets of DAP, DPP, DNP, DGRAV, DCOMP
Important to define the science overlap that is specific to particle physics
2013 was organized according to Energy, Cosmic, Intensity Frontier
We need continuity, but we can evolve
e.g. Intensity may split into 2 groups and 0nbb might join neutrinos
P5 can always package them together later if needed
New cross-cutting groups and new computational categories
Theory will have its own frontier, but phenomenology will be unified with
experiment and liaisons between the two identified.
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Draft Timeline for Snowmass 2021
DPF Program committee is currently reviewing the old topics
https://www.aps.org/units/dpf/governance/committees/program.cfm
Late August: Begin the process of community involvement on new draft topics
Call for site selection proposals for summer 2021
October: Finalize topics and cross-cutting categories.
DPF Exec will establish detailed job descriptions for co-conveners
Program Committee will accept nominations, collate recommendations
and submit to DPF Exec for convener selection
Sub-conveners will also be selected by DPF exec, after convener nomination
Spring 2020: Secure funding for workshops and overall plan
Choose 2021 site, date, and duration
Spring 2020 – Spring 2021: Conduct workshops, prepare initial white papers
Summer 2021: Snowmass Summer Study Final Collation
Report due by December 2021
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Leading Questions
Physics Topics and Cross Cutting Topics and Capabilities
The program committee is going to come up with a first draft
Slack + google sheet will provide community input
Decided to evolve slowly - stay partially with the “Frontiers”
Other organizational themes were also explored (we can look at them if you like)
Venn diagram idea – Energy, Cosmic, and Intensity should have overlap regions and
the subtopics can live in that overlap region
Intensity gets split into Neutrinos and ”we-didn’t-come-up-with-a-good-name topic”
Get DAP, DNP, DPP, DGRAV involved from the beginning.
Role of larger APS in all this
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Leading Questions
Choosing Conveners: Some Principles
A Clear Job description must first be prepared by the DPF Exec
Co-conveners (one senior and one junior) can include younger researchers from the start
Nomination procedure in order to access the broader population
Program committee represents all subfields - they can serve as nominating committee
DPF Exec is an elected body – and so should be the final selection authority
Second nomination process for sub-topics prevents inbreeding.
Nominations come from the co-conveners and include previous convener nominations
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Leading Questions
Choosing the Site
Call for proposals soon – assume 10-day summer study in 2021
DPF Exec calls for the proposals, DPF Exec makes final decision
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Perspec'ves on the
2012-13 Snowmass
and 2014 P5 Rollout Campaign

(+ Summary of 2019 Fermilab Scien'st Retreat)

Pushpa Bhat
Fermilab
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Previous Snowmass and P5
• The backdrop for the 2012-13 Snowmass and P5
– Monumental discovery of the Higgs boson, U.S. long base neutrino
program being shaped, programs in precision measurements, dark
maKer, dark energy; fronMer faciliMes being studied and designed
– ParMcle Physics as a “truly” global enterprise

• “Snowmass” Timeline & Process (Oct. 2012- Oct. 2013):
–
–
–
–

1st Community Planning Mtg. at Fermilab, Oct. 11-13, 2012
Workshops, subgroup meeMngs at various locaMons 2012-13
Compelling science quesMons, experimental approaches, technology
Final MeeMng, “Snowmass on the Mississippi, at the University of
Minnesota, July 29 – Aug. 6, 2019
• First Community town-hall for P5 buy-in organized and moderated (by PB) at the
Minnesota Snowmass meeMng during a lunch break
• Jim Siegrist, Andy Lankford made remarks and answered quesMons for over an
hour; ~350 people aKended
• P5 Chair named on the last day of the meeMng (Steve Ritz)

– See Andy Lankford’s talk at the APS April meeMng on the P5 process
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What worked well, What to improve
• The format of studies spread over a year worked quite well
•

More Mme and more opportuniMes for studies and interacMons

• The topical workshops in diﬀerent locaMons were also
producMve and fruibul
• For the P5 process, community buy-in from the beginning was
very important and so was the role of the P5 Rollout
campaign in holding the community together.
• At the ﬁnal meeMng, where the reports came together, there
could be a more deliberaMve process
• It would be good to have a Call for nominaMons for Working
Group Conveners. Should nominaMons be from insMtuMons?
• THE US HEP community should be launching long-range
planning of major HEP faciliMes that could be hosted in the
U.S. Who should be the driver of such eﬀorts?
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EﬀecMve Outreach vital to Success
• HiggsFest on the Hill
– CelebraMng Higgs discovery and the leading role of US
scienMsts in the discovery on Capitol Hill
– Idea brewed at a “coﬀee chat” in Bldg. 40 (Shipsey, PB)

• Outreach Working Group during Snowmass
– In-reach across HEP fronMers and outreach to broader
science community, to policy makers and decision leaders

• P5 Rollout Campaign
– MulM-faceted campaign ajer the P5 report

• ConMnuing campaign since P5, by various enMMes
– DPF, Users’ ExecuMve CommiKees, …
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Organized by the Higgs on the Hill CelebraMon CommiKee on behalf of the Community
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HiggsFest on the Hill
MulMple parallel congressional visits by US HEP community members during the day
An evening RecepMon in Rayburn Oﬃce Building Foyer
Pre-event:
BeauMful Artwork on Plexiglass from Xavier
Cortada (FIU) and an invitaMon for the
recepMon delivered by D.C. area grad
students and postdocs to all 435 House
oﬃces and most of the Senate oﬃces
On November 20, 2013, physicists from 38
insMtuMons parMcipated in congressional
visits and the recepMon.

Sponsors: APS President, DPF, URA, FRA
Hosted by: House Science & NaMonal Labs Caucus
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HiggsFest on the Hill

Rubin, O
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Building for Discovery: P5 Rollout

• P5 Rollout Campaign CommiKee formed in April 2014
– Community leKer of support for the P5 plan sent to Energy
Secretary Moniz and NSF director Cordova;
•
•
•
•

–
–
–
–

online signing at web-site at MSU (thanks to Chip Brock and his team)
Mobilizing by contacMng HEP Pis at insMtuMons
Widespread exchanges with members
2331 signatures total; 2095 in one week!

Individualized “Contact Congress” leKers from physicists
Visits to congressional members in home districts
Organized Senate Brieﬁng on the P5 Plan (June 5, 2014)
(House Hearing separately organized (Congressman Hultgren))
CommiKee Membership:
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Senate Brieﬁng sponsored by CommiKee on Energy and Natural Resources:
P5 Plan by Steve Ritz and Q&A
Brief Remarks by Jon Bagger, Bob Wilson, Drew Baden
Organized and moderated by Pushpa Bhat
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Thanks to the excellent work of the US HEP
Community during and ajer the
Snowmass, thanks to the P5 panel, HEPAP,
and the agencies, the Rollout and its
acceptance was tremendously successful!
This 8/1/19
is a model for the next round!
Pushpa Bhat
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Summary of
Fermilab All ScienMst Retreat (2019)
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Fermilab Strategic Planning (2019)
•

Fermilab’s ScienMst Advisory Council (SAC) holds an “Annual ScienMst
Retreat” to discuss physics prioriMes of Fermilab scienMsts and opportuniMes
for future direcMons.
– This year’s Retreat held on June 14, 2019; focused on post-2026 era.

•

The Retreat preceded by a few months of Strategic Planning exercise by
various science and technology working groups.
– Energy FronMer, Neutrino science, Precision measurements, cosmic fronMer,
accelerator science & technology, detector technology, scienMﬁc compuMng,
quantum science

The goal for the exercise, which is a part of the Lab’s internal planning
process, was to gain understanding of the projects Fermilab scienMsts are
most interested in pursuing and has the ability to contribute, and to provide
input to the development of long-range planning at the Lab.
• About 180 scienMsts aKended the Retreat. The outcome of working group
exercise, conclusions were presented and discussed.
• Propose to host a pre-Snowmass workshop next year at Fermilab instead of
the Annual Scien'st Retreat

•
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Summary from Working Groups (1)
• Neutrino Science:
– A lot of excitement for future neutrino program at Fermilab
– Strong interest in stopped pion program at PIP-II (dark maKer,
sterile nu, coherent nu scaKering, etc.), next generaMon
neutrinoless double beta decay

• Cosmic Science:
– Recent strategic planning exercise for DOE HEP used
– Plan stretching to ~2030; dark maKer searches, CMB and cosmic
surveys

• Precision Science:
– Strong interest in Mu2e-II and CLFV/lepton universality tests;
ﬁxed target dark maKer searches
– Other areas such as eta factory, storage ring EDMs, ..etc.
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Summary from Working Groups (2)
• Energy FronMer:
– Signiﬁcant interest in Energy FronMer; commiKed to contribuMng
strongly to world-wide eﬀorts
– CriMcal to the future are the Higgs factory and a pp collider beyond
LHC (>25 TeV) colliders (ILC, FCC-ee/hh, HE-LHC, …)
– Also propose to study and develop conceptual designs for an
intermediate scale energy fronMer collider which can be realized on a
15-20 year Mmescale and with modest cost (pp or ee)
– Support High ﬁeld magnet R&D, 16 T (Nb3Sn), >20 T (HTS and Febased superconductors; Novel and innovaMve designs for accelerator
magnets and latce design necessary. ConMnue support SCRF R&D.

• Accelerator Science & Technology:
– SC RF, SC magnets, high power targets, accelerator and beam physics,
accelerator ancillaries
– Survey strongly favor increasing investment in R&D

Energy FronMer and Accelerator S&T groups worked closely.
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Summary from Working Groups (3)
• Quantum InformaMon Science:
– Evolving program; Components: ApplicaMons of quantum
sensors, superconducMng quantum systems, applicaMons of
quantum compuMng, quantum simulaMons

• ScienMﬁc CompuMng:
– Meet challenges of the future – meet needs of the experiments;
address demands of changing compuMng landscape; support
physicists’ use of new compuMng ideas and techniques; advance
collaboraMons with DOE and world-wide community

• Detector R&D:
– IdenMﬁed future technical challenges for each fronMer group
and mapped speciﬁc detector R&D projects to those challenges.
– Also concluded that we could beneﬁt from more educaMon and
advocacy on R&D needed for future experiments.

All of the working groups look forward to fully engage in the DPF
Snowmass
and develop op'ons
for the U.S. HEP program
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More comments on HiggsFest on the Hill
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